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ABSTRACT

We used a variational stress analysis and an energy release rate failure criterion to construct a master plot analysis of matrix microcracking. In the master plot, the results for all laminates of a single material are predicted to fall on a single line whose slope gives the microcracking toughness of the material. Experimental results from 18 different layups of AS4/3501-6 laminates show that the master plot analysis can explain all observations. In particular, it can explain the differences between microcracking of central 90° plies and of free-surface 90° plies. Experimental results from two different AS4/PEEK laminates tested at different temperatures can be explained by a modified master plot that accounts for changes in the residual thermal stresses. Finally, we constructed similar master plot analyses for previous literature microcracking models. All microcracking theories that ignore the thickness dependence of the stresses gave poor results.

INTRODUCTION

When the 90° plies are relatively less stiff than the supporting plies, the first form of damage in [(S)/90n]s or [90n/(S)]s laminates (where (S) denotes any orthotropic sublaminate) is usually microcracking or transverse cracking of the 90° ply groups [1-16]. When the 90° plies are in the middle ([(S)/90n]s laminates), those plies crack into an array of roughly periodic microcracks. When the 90° plies are on the outside ([90n/(S)]s laminates), the 90° ply groups also crack into an array of roughly periodic microcracks, but the two arrays are shifted from each other by half the average crack spacing [10, 17]. There are many reasons for studying microcracking. Microcracks not only change the thermal and mechanical properties of laminates [10, 18], but also present pathways through which corrosive agents may penetrate into the interior of the laminate [6]. Perhaps most importantly, microcracks act as nuclei for further damage such as delamination [1, 9], longitudinal splitting [5, 6], and curved microcracks [15]. Because microcracks are precursors to the cascade of events that leads to laminate failure, we would have little hope of understanding laminate failure or of predicting long-term durability if we did not first develop a thorough understanding of the phenomenon of microcracking.

To predict microcracking results in [(S)/90n]s laminates under uniform axial loading of $\sigma_0$, Nairn et. al. [16, 19] advocated an energy release rate failure criterion. In brief, the next microcrack is assumed to form when the total energy release rate associated with the formation of that microcrack, $G_m$, equals or exceeds the microcracking fracture toughness of the material, $G_{mc}$. From a thermoelastic, variational mechanics stress state [16, 19-21], the total energy release rate due to microcracking is [16, 19-21]

$$G_m = \sigma_{20}^{(1)} C_3 t Y(D)$$
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where $C_3$ is a constant defined in the appendix, $t_1$ is the semi-thickness of the 90° plies and $\sigma^{(1)}_{x0}$ is the tensile stress in the 90° plies in the absence of microcracks:

$$\sigma^{(1)}_{x0} = k^{(1)}_m \sigma_0 + k^{(1)}_{th} T$$

(2)

The terms $k^{(1)}_m$ and $k^{(1)}_{th}$ are the effective thermal and mechanical stiffnesses of the 90° plies. $T$ is the temperature difference between the specimen temperature and the stress free temperature and it is used to define the level of residual thermal stresses in the specimen. By a simple one-dimensional, constant-strain analysis the stiffness constants are

$$k^{(1)}_m = \frac{E^{(1)}_c}{E^0_c} \quad \text{and} \quad k^{(1)}_{th} = -\frac{\Delta \alpha}{C_1}$$

(3)

Here $E^0_c$ is the x-direction modulus of the laminate, $E^{(1)}_c$ is the x-direction modulus of the 90° plies, $\Delta \alpha = \alpha^{(1)}_c - \alpha^{(2)}_c$ is the difference between the x-direction thermal expansion coefficients of the 90° plies and the (S) sublaminate, and $C_1$ is a constant defined in the appendix.

To use Eq. (1), $Y(D)$ is needed. Following Laws and Dvorak [22], Nairn et al. [16, 19] evaluated $Y(D)$ for the discrete process of forming a new microcrack between two existing microcracks. The result is

$$Y(D) = \chi(\rho_k - \delta) + \chi(\delta) - \chi(\rho_k)$$

(4)

where $\chi(\rho)$ is a function defined in the appendix, $2\rho_k$ is the dimensionless distance between the existing microcracks, and $2\delta$ is the dimensionless distance from the new microcrack to one of the existing microcracks [16, 19]. Normally one does not know where the next microcrack will form and therefore does not know $\rho_k$ or $\delta$. It is known, however, that $[(S)/90_n]_s$ laminates tend to form roughly periodic microcracks. We thus expect $\rho_k \approx \langle \rho \rangle$ and $\delta \approx \langle \delta \rangle$. Liu and Nairn [16], however, point out that these approximations are an oversimplification. From Eq. (1) it can be shown that the energy release rate is higher when the microcrack forms in a large microcrack interval than it is when it forms in a small microcrack interval. It is logical to assume that microcrack formation prefers the location that maximizes energy release rate. Thus when there is a distribution in crack spacings, the next microcrack will prefer to form in a crack interval that is larger than the average crack spacing. Liu and Nairn [16] introduced a factor $f$, defined as the average ratio of the crack spacing where the new microcrack forms to the average crack spacing. In this model, $Y(D)$ is approximated by

$$Y(D) \approx 2\chi(f(\rho)/2) - \chi(f(\rho))$$

(5)

Using $f$ values between 1.0 and 1.44, Liu and Nairn [16] get good fits to experimental results for a wide variety of laminates. Fortunately, the value of $f$ required to get the best fit does not influence the calculated fracture toughness, $G_{mc}$. In this paper, we treat $f$ as a layup independent factor that is approximately 1.2. There are tedious experimental techniques that can measure $f$ and they show that it is usually about 1.2.

To predict microcracking results in $[90_n/(S)]_s$ laminates, Nairn and Hu [17] extended the variational analysis of $[(S)/90_n]_s$ laminates to account for the development of staggered microcracks. The analysis is more complicated due to the loss of symmetry resulting from staggered microcracks. Their results, however, can be cast in a form similar to the $[(S)/90_n]_s$ laminate results. The total strain energy release rate associated with an increase in microcracking damage is

$$G_m = \sigma_{x0}^{(1)} C_3 a l_1 Y_a(D)$$

(6)

$\dagger$ Note that Refs. [16, 17, 19–21] define $\sigma_{x0}^{(1)} = k^{(1)}_m \sigma_0$ or as the mechanical load in $90°$ plies of the undamaged laminate. As expressed in Eq. (2), we altered the definition of $\sigma_{x0}^{(1)}$ to also include the initial thermal stresses.
where $C_{3a}$ is a constant defined in the appendix and $Y_a(D)$ can be approximated by [17]

$$Y_a(D) \approx \frac{1}{2} \left( 3\chi_\alpha(f(\rho)/3) - \chi_\alpha(f(\rho)) \right)$$

(7)

Here, $\chi_\alpha(\rho)$, which is given in the appendix, is the antisymmetric damage state analog of $\chi(\rho)$.

In this paper we describe the use of the above microcracking analyses to predict microcracking in 18 different layups of AS4/3501-6 laminates at room temperature and to predict the temperature dependence of microcracking in two different layups of AS4/PEEK laminates. In brief, the variational analysis was used to develop scaling laws that permit plotting the results from all laminates of a given material on a single linear master plot. The accuracy with which the experimental data conforms to the linear master plot predictions quickly reveals the adequacy of the analysis. Our findings were that the variational stress analysis coupled with an energy release rate failure criterion can predict all experimental results. All attempts at using simpler theories based on stress analyses that ignore the $z$ dependence of the problem gave poor results.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

Static tensile tests were run on Hercules AS4 carbon fiber/3501-6 epoxy matrix composites and on Hercules AS4 carbon fiber/ICI Polyether ether ketone (PEEK) composites. AS4/3501-6 prepreg was purchased from Hercules and cured in an autoclave at 177°C according to manufacturer's recommendations. We made eight cross-ply layups with 90° plies in the middle—[0/90]s, [0/90]s, [0/90]s, [0/90]s, [0/90]s, [0/90]s, [0/90]s, [±15/90]s, and [±30/90]s. We made 10 cross-ply layups with surface 90° plies—[90/0/90]T, [90/0]s, [90/0]s, [90/0]s, [90/0]s, [90/0]s, [90/0]s, and [90/0]s. Two cross-ply layups of AS4/PEEK composites—[90/4/0]s and [90/4/0]s—were supplied by ICI Composites. Specimens, which were nominally 12 mm wide and 150 mm long with thicknesses determined by the stacking sequences (about 0.125 mm per ply), were cut from the laminate plates. Tensile tests were run in displacement control, at a rate of 0.005 mm/sec, on a Minnesota Testing Systems (MTS) 25 kN servohydraulic testing frame. While testing each specimen, the experiment was periodically stopped and the specimen was examined by optical microscopy. For [(S)/90n]s laminates we calculated the crack density by averaging the densities of the cracks visible on the two specimen edges. For [90n/(S)]s laminates, microcracks could be seen on the edges and on the faces of the specimen. We calculated the crack density by averaging the crack densities of the two 90° ply groups.

**MASTER PLOT ANALYSIS**

Assuming that microcracking occurs when $G_m = G_{mc}$, solving Eq. (1) for $\sigma_0$, and multiplying the result by $-k_m^{(1)}/k_{th}^{(1)}$ gives

$$-\frac{k_m^{(1)}}{k_{th}^{(1)}} \sigma_0 = - \frac{1}{k_{th}^{(1)}} \sqrt{G_{mc} C_3 t_1 Y(D)} + T$$

(8)

A similar treatment of Eq. (6) yields an identical result except that $C_{3a}$ and $Y_a(D)$ replace $C_3$ and $Y(D)$.

These results lead us to define a reduced stress and a reduced crack density as

- reduced stress: $\sigma_R = -\frac{k_m^{(1)}}{k_{th}^{(1)}} \sigma_0$
- reduced crack density in [(S)/90n]s laminates: $D_R = -\frac{1}{k_{th}^{(1)}} \sqrt{C_3 t_1 Y(D)}$
- reduced crack density in [90n/(S)]s laminates: $D_R = -\frac{1}{k_{th}^{(1)}} \sqrt{C_3 t_1 Y_a(D)}$

(9)
A plot of $\sigma_R$ vs. $D_R$ defines a master plot for microcracking experiments. If the variational analysis and energy release rate failure criterion are appropriate, a plot of $\sigma_R$ vs. $D_R$ will be linear with slope $\sqrt{G_{mc}}$ and intercept $T$. Because $G_{mc}$ and $T$ are layup independent material properties, the results from all laminates of a single material with the same processing conditions should fall on the same linear master plot.

A typical master curve analysis for a single $[90_2/0_2]_s$, AS4/3501-6 laminate is shown in Fig. 1. The master plot is linear except for a few points at the lowest crack density. The low crack density is believed to be caused by processing flaws that are not specifically included in the microcracking analysis [16]. They should be ignored when measuring $G_{mc}$. The straight line in Fig. 1 is the best linear fit that ignores the low crack density data. The slope gives $G_{mc} = 264$ J/m$^2$ which agrees with results in other studies [16]. The intercept gives $T = -93$°C. Note that a side benefit of the master curve analysis is that the value of $T$ does not have to be assumed or measured. It can, in effect, be measured by analysis of the microcracking data.

Figure 2 gives the master plot for the 18 AS4/3501-6 laminates tested in this study. We assumed that $f = 1.2$ for all laminates and we ignored data with crack densities less than 0.3 mm$^{-1}$. We claim Fig. 2 verifies both the validity of an energy release rate failure criterion and the accuracy of the variational analysis calculation of $G_m$ in Eqs. (1) and (6). There are three facts that support this claim. First, all laminates fall on a single master curve plot within a relatively narrow scatter band. The next paragraph discusses the scatter further. Second, the results for $[(S)/90_n]_s$ laminates (open symbols) agree with the results for $[90_n/(S)]_s$ laminates (solid symbols). Thus a single unified analysis can account for both the symmetric damage state in $[(S)/90_n]_s$ laminates and the antisymmetric damage state in $[90_n/(S)]_s$ laminates. Third, the slope and the intercept of the global linear fit in Fig. 2 result in $G_{mc} = 279$ J/m$^2$ and $T = -93$°C. Both of these results are reasonable measured values for these physical quantities.

There is an observable scatter band for the experimental points relative to the global, linear master curve. This scatter band may represent deficiencies in the analysis that need further refinement. Alternatively, we note that the scatter was caused more by a laminate to laminate variation in intercept than by a laminate to laminate variation in slope. It is thus possible that the scatter is due to real variations in $T$. Because all laminates were processed under identical conditions, $T$ should be the same for all laminates. $T$, however, can also be interpreted as the effective level of residual thermal stresses. By
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Figure 2: A master curve analysis of all AS4/3501-6 laminates. The energy release rate is calculated with a discrete energy derivative defined by $Y(D)$ or $Y_4(D)$ in Eqs. (5) and (7) using $f = 1.2$. Data for crack densities less than 0.3 mm$^{-1}$ are not included in this plot.

Eq. (2), when $\sigma_0 = 0$ the residual stress in the 90° plies is $\sigma_{xz,th}^{(1)} = k_{th} T$. Although all laminates were processed under identical conditions, the laminates had different thicknesses. If the different thicknesses caused variations in thermal history, it is possible that the level of residual stresses was layup dependent. A layup dependence in $T$ would cause the type of scatter observed in Fig. 2.

We turn next to the AS4/PEEK experiments. We tested two layups ([90/0]$s$ and [90/02]$s$) at three different temperatures (20°C, -10°C, and -50°C). Because we varied temperature, these results cannot be plotted on a single master plot. Both $G_{mc}$ and $T$ may be temperature dependent and thus data from different laminates would fall on lines with different slopes and intercepts. Some analyses of raw data, however, using the procedures in Refs. [16, 19] indicated that $G_{mc}$ is independent of temperature or only weakly dependent on temperature in the range -50°C to 20°C. The major effect on the microcracking properties therefore arises from changes in the residual thermal stresses or in $T$. The room temperature experiments could be fit well with $T = -230°C$, which is similar to the $T = -250°C$ used by Liu and Nairn [16]. Assuming linear thermoelasticity from -50°C to 20°C, $T$ at -10°C and -50°C should be -260°C and -300°C, respectively. If we accept the previous values of $T$ as reasonable measures of the residual thermal stresses in these laminates, and we assume $G_{mc}$ is independent of temperature, we can propose a residual stress independent master plot. We redefine the reduced stress as

\[
\sigma_R' = \frac{k_{th}^{(1)}}{k_{th}} \sigma_0 - T
\]

A plot of $\sigma_R'$ vs. $D_R$ should be linear with a slope of $\sqrt{G_{mc}}$ and pass through the origin.

Figure 3 gives the master plot for the two AS4/PEEK laminates tested at each of the three test temperatures. We assumed that $f = 1.2$ for all laminates and we included data at all crack densities. The slope of the best fit line that is forced to pass through the origin gives $G_{mc} = 1500$ J/m². The experimental results conform reasonably well to the master line and the results from the different temperatures fall on the same line. Some of the scatter may be caused by temperature variations in $G_{mc}$, but we do not have enough data to prove or disprove this possibility. A master plot that ignores the change in residual thermal
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Figure 3: A master curve analysis of all AS4/PEEK laminates tested at 20°C, -10°C, and -50°C. The energy release rate is calculated with a discrete energy derivative defined by $Y(D)$ or $Y_a(D)$ in Eqs. (5) and (7) using $f = 1.2$.

stresses has two to three times the amount of scatter of the master plot in Fig. 3. These experiments thus demonstrate the real effect that residual thermal stresses have on microcracking properties of laminates. Finally, we note that previous attempts at studying microcracking in AS4/PEEK laminates used [(S)/90_n]_s layups. The experiments showed only a few microcracks and yielded only a rough estimate of $G_{mc}$ [17]. In this study the 90° plies were on the free surface instead of in the middle. The free-surface plies crack easier and we were thus able to get more experimental results and a more precise determination of $G_{mc}$. We recommend using [90,../(S)]_s laminates when studying microcracking in laminates with tough matrices.

**OTHER MICROCRACKING THEORIES**

Most previous microcracking theories are based on stress analyses that eliminate the z-dependence of the stress state by making various assumptions about the z-direction stress or displacement. The common assumptions are zero stress, zero average stress, or zero displacement. We classify any analysis using one of these assumptions as a "one-dimensional" analysis. Examples can be found in Refs. [1, 2, 5, 11, 22-30]. We note that some authors describe their analyses as "two-dimensional" analyses [25, 26, 29, 30]. In all cases, however, the second dimension is the y-dimension whose inclusion is little more than a marginal correction for Poisson's contraction. In this section we derive master plot methods from previous literature microcracking theories and use them to analyze our AS4/3501-6 experimental results.

Garrett and Bailey [1] postulated that the next microcrack forms when the maximum stress in the 90° plies reaches the transverse strength of those plies. Using their one-dimensional, shear-lag analysis, this model yields a linear master plot defined by

$$- \frac{k_m^{(1)}}{k_{th}^{(1)}} \sigma_0 = - \frac{1}{k_{th}^{(1)}} \frac{\sigma_T}{\left(1 - \frac{1}{cosh \Psi_R}\right)} + T \quad (11)$$
where $\sigma_T$ is the transverse strength of the 90° plies and $\Phi = \sqrt{G_{zz}^{(1)}} C_1$. Defining the reduced stress as in Eq. (9) and the reduced crack density as

$$D_R = \frac{1}{k_{th}^{(1)}} \left( \frac{1}{\cosh \Phi} \right),$$

and using a master curve analysis, Eq. (11) predicts that a plot of $\sigma_R$ vs. $D_R$ should be linear with slope $\sigma_T$ and intercept $T$.

The result of a strength theory analysis applied to our AS4/3501-6 experimental results is in Fig. 4. The master curve analysis shows the theory to be very poor. The results from individual laminates are somewhat nonlinear and they do not overlap the results from other laminates. Furthermore, the results from $[(S)/90_n]_s$ (open symbols) and $[90_n/(S)]_s$ (filled symbols) laminates segregate into two groups. This segregation is a characteristic of all one-dimensional analyses. Any analysis that ignores the z-dependence of the stress state will fail to make a distinction between inner and outer 90° ply groups. We therefore conclude that no model based on a one-dimensional stress analysis can successfully predict results for both $[(S)/90_n]_s$ and $[90_n/(S)]_s$ laminates. If we draw a least-squares linear fit through the data in Fig. 4, the slope and intercept give $\sigma_T = 15.2$ MPa and $T = +192$°C. These results are unreasonable because the transverse tensile strength of AS4/3501-6 laminates is higher than 15.2 MPa and $T$ must be below zero for laminates that were cooled after processing.

Because of the problems with all strength analyses, numerous authors have suggested energy failure criteria for predicting microcracking [3, 5, 13, 14, 16, 17, 19, 7, 27, 28, 30]. Caslini et. al. [14] used a one-dimensional stress analysis that assumes parabolic displacements in the 90° plies [23, 24] to express the structural modulus as a function of crack density. They treated crack area, $A = 2t_i W L D$, as a continuous variable and differentiated the modulus expression to find energy release rate. Because they take an analytical derivative as a function of crack area, we refer to this approach as the “analytical derivative approach.” By treating Eq. (1) as a definition of $Y(D)$, the Caslini et. al. [14] result for $G_m$ can be
Figure 5: A master curve analysis of all AS4/3501-6 laminates using an analytical derivative energy release rate failure criterion and a one-dimensional stress analysis. Data for crack densities less than 0.3 mm\(^{-1}\) are not included in this plot.

expressed using

\[ Y_{1D,a}(D) = \frac{C_1}{C_3 \Phi} \left( \tanh \Phi \rho - \Phi \rho \text{sech}^2 \Phi \rho \right) \]  

where subscript “1D, a” denotes one-dimensional stress analysis and an analytical derivative approach, and \( \Phi = \sqrt{3G_{E2}^{(1)}C_1} \). Han et. al. [27, 28] describe a similar analysis based on crack closure that gives the same \( G_m \). Their approach is thus also an analytical derivative model.

By replacing \( Y(D) \) and \( Y_a(D) \) with \( Y_{1D,a}(D) \) we can evaluate the microcracking models in Refs. [14, 27, 28]. The results of such an analysis applied to our AS4/3501-6 experimental results are in Fig. 5. This master curve analysis was the worst of any model we evaluated. The results from individual laminates are fairly linear but they give slopes and intercepts corresponding to toughnesses as high as \( 10^{12} \) J/m\(^2\) and \( T \)'s that imply specimen temperatures well below absolute zero. These are clearly unreasonable results. The least-squares linear fit through the data in Fig. 5 gives \( G_{mc} = 2 \) J/m\(^2\) and \( T = +323^\circ\text{C} \), both of which are unrealistic.

In the Master Plot Analysis section, we argued that microcracking should be analyzed using energy release rate methods. We are left with explaining why the analytical derivative approach is a complete failure. Our first attempt was to use the variational mechanics stress analysis and calculate \( G_m \) by a similar analytical derivative approach. This made slight improvements in the master curve but the overall quality and the fitting constants were still unsatisfactory. We suggest instead that the analytical derivative approach is non-physical and therefore \( Y_{1D,a}(D) \) gives the wrong energy release rate. The analytical derivative energy release rate at a given crack density corresponds to the unlikely fracture event whereby all cracks close and then reopen again as periodic cracks with a slightly higher crack density. In real microcracking, one microcrack forms between two existing microcracks. Apparently the energy release rate for this process is dramatically different from the one calculated with an analytical derivative.

Laws and Dvorak [22] were the first to suggest modelling the actual fracture process. They calculated the change in energy associated with the formation of a new microcrack between two existing microcracks. Because they model a discrete process, we call their approach the “discrete derivative approach.” We can
Figure 6: A master curve analysis of all AS4/3501-6 laminates using a discrete derivative energy release rate failure criterion and a one-dimensional stress analysis. Data for crack densities less than 0.3 mm\(^{-1}\) are not included in this plot.

cast Laws and Dvorak’s [22] result in the form of the variational analysis by redefining \(Y(D)\) to be

\[
Y_{1D,d}(D) = \frac{C_1}{C_3\Phi} (2 \tanh f\Phi_p/2 - \tanh f\Phi_p)
\]  

where subscript “1D, d” denotes one-dimensional stress analysis and a discrete derivative approach, and \(f\) is the factor introduced earlier to account for the tendency of microcracks to prefer larger than average microcrack intervals. Following Reifsnider [2], Laws and Dvorak [22] used a shear-lag analysis that assumes an interlayer of unknown thickness and stiffness between the (S) sublaminate and the 90° plies. Their model can be expressed as

\[
h_p = \frac{G}{t_0}
\]  

where \(G\) is the shear modulus of the interlayer and \(t_0\) is its thickness.

By replacing \(Y(D)\) and \(Y_a(D)\) with \(Y_{1D,d}(D)\) we can evaluate the Laws and Dvorak [22] microcracking model. A drawback of their analysis is that the effective stiffness of the interlayer is an unknown parameter. Laws and Dvorak [22] suggested a circular scheme in which \(G/t_0\) is determined by prior knowledge of \(G_{mc}\) and the stress required to form the first microcrack. Because of our concern about the sensitivity of low crack density results to laminate processing flaws, we instead used the high crack density results from the single laminate in Fig. 1 to determine \(G/t_0\). We varied \(G/t_0\) until the slope of the Laws and Dvorak [22] analysis master curve gave \(G_{mc}\) equal to the variational analysis result of 280 J/m\(^2\). This exercise yielded \(G/t_0 = 4000\) N/mm, a linear master curve, and an intercept of \(T = -73°C\). These initial results were promising. The results of a master plot analysis applied to our AS4/3501-6 experimental results using \(Y_{1D,d}(D)\), \(G/t_0 = 4000\) N/mm, and \(f \approx 1.2\) are in Fig. 6. This master curve analysis is the most satisfactory of all previous literature models but it still has serious problems. Most importantly, the results from individual lamina do not overlap each other. As is characteristic of one-dimensional analyses, the results from [(S)/90\(_n\)]\(_s\) and [90\(_n\)/(S)]\(_s\) laminates segregate into two groups. The least-squares linear fit through the data in Fig. 6 gives \(G_{mc} = 44\) J/m\(^2\) and \(T = +124°C\), both of which are unrealistic.
We believe the only problem with the Laws and Dvorak [22] analysis is its use of an oversimplified, one-dimensional stress analysis. If their failure criterion is implemented with the variational mechanics stress analysis, the result is equivalent to the analysis first presented by Nairn [19]. As shown in the Master Plot Analysis section, such an analysis gives a good master plot (see Fig. 2).

CONCLUSIONS

All analyses of composite failure can be divided into at least two separate parts. First, failure analyses must solve for the stresses in the presence of damage. These stress analyses will normally involve some simplifying assumptions. Second, to predict failure, it is necessary to assume some sort of failure criterion. The master plot analysis of microcracking shows that both the stress analysis and the failure criterion must be appropriate to be able to predict experimental results.

We considered first the stress analysis part of a failure model. Our master plot analyses in Figs. 2–3 used a two-dimensional, variational mechanics stress analysis. Such a stress analysis appears adequate for explaining microcracking. We tried numerous master plot analyses using one-dimensional stress analyses and all of them, regardless of failure criterion, gave poor results. We thus suggest that future attempts at predicting composite cracking abandon use of one-dimensional analyses and treat the variational analysis as a base-line stress analysis.

If one plots the stresses calculated by a one-dimensional analysis and those calculated by a variational analysis, the differences are marked, but hardly dramatic. We were thus initially surprised by the dramatic differences between the predictions based on the two analyses. A qualitative interpretation of the differences can follow from realizing that fracture is an instability event. When calculating instability processes, minor differences in input stresses can lead to dramatic differences in predictions. In other words, the increased accuracy in the stresses attributed to the variational analysis was crucial to the predictions of microcracking. In contrast, non-instability properties, such as plate stiffness or in-plane displacements, are much easier to predict. Researchers have been mislead into believing that one-dimensional analyses are reasonably accurate due to their ability to predict such non-instability properties.

Next, we considered the failure criterion. There is a disturbing tendency of composite failure analyses to concentrate on sophisticated stress analysis or involved finite element analysis and to give too little thought to choosing the most appropriate failure criterion. As a result, one often finds complex failure models that are based on simplistic failure criteria such as maximum stress, maximum strain, average stress, point stress, or quadratic stress functions. We found that all such simplistic failure criteria gave very poor results when used to predict composite microcracking. To get a successful master plot analysis we had to use a failure criterion based on energy release rate. We further had to find the energy release rate for the actual fracture process (the discrete derivative approach). Pseudo-energy release rates, such as the analytical derivative approach, that are not derived from a realistic fracture model, give the wrong energy release rate, and, not surprisingly, gave poor master plot results.

We claim that microcracking, in being controlled by energy release rate, is not a unique composite failure mechanism. Instead, energy release rate is a powerful technique that should be applicable to all composite failure mechanisms. We further suggest that because energy release rate is the fundamental failure criterion, that composite failure models couched in stress-based failure criteria are doomed to inadequacy unless it can be demonstrated mathematically that the stress failure criterion is equivalent to an energy release rate criterion. A similar situation exists in the fracture of isotropic, homogeneous materials where a stress criterion or critical stress intensity factor can predict failure because it is exactly related to energy release rate. No one would consider using maximum stress, maximum strain, average stress, point stress, or quadratic stress functions to predict failure in cracked isotropic, homogeneous materials. Likewise, no one should consider using such failure criteria in composite materials.
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**APPENDIX**

In the variational mechanics analysis of \([S]/90ₙₙₙₙ\) laminates [16, 19–21] we define the following constants:

\[ C_1 = \frac{1}{E_x^{(1)}} + \frac{1}{\lambda E_x^{(2)}} \]  
(16)

\[ C_2 = \frac{\nu_x^{(1)}}{E_x^{(1)}} \left( \lambda + \frac{2}{3} \right) - \frac{\lambda E_{zz}^{(2)}}{3E_x^{(2)}} \]  
(17)

\[ C_3 = \frac{1}{60E_x^{(1)}} \left( 15\lambda^2 + 20\lambda + 8 \right) + \frac{\lambda^3}{20E_x^{(2)}} \]  
(18)

\[ C_4 = \frac{1}{3G_{xx}^{(1)}} + \frac{\lambda}{3G_{zz}^{(2)}} \]  
(19)

where \(E_x^{(i)}\) and \(E_z^{(i)}\) are the \(x\)- and \(z\)-direction moduli of ply group \(i\), \(G_{xx}^{(i)}\) is the \(x - z\) plane shear modulus of ply group \(i\), and \(\lambda = t_1/t_2\). Superscripts \((1)\) and \((2)\) denote properties of the 90° plies and the \(S\) sublamine, respectively. \(t_1\) and \(t_2\) are the ply thicknesses of the 90° and 0° ply groups. Defining \(p = C_2/C_3\) and \(q = C_4/C_3\) there are two forms for the function \(\chi(\rho)\). When \(4q/p^2 > 1\)

\[ \chi(\rho) = 2\alpha\beta(\alpha^2 + \beta^2) \frac{\cosh 2\alpha\rho - \cos 2\beta\rho}{\beta \sinh 2\alpha\rho - \alpha \sin 2\beta\rho} \]  
(20)

where

\[ \alpha = \frac{1}{2} \sqrt{2\sqrt{q} - p} \quad \text{and} \quad \beta = \frac{1}{2} \sqrt{2\sqrt{q} + p} \]  
(21)

When \(4q/p^2 < 1\)

\[ \chi(\rho) = \alpha\beta(\beta^2 - \alpha^2) \frac{\tanh \alpha\rho \tanh \beta\rho}{\beta \tanh \beta\rho - \alpha \tanh \alpha\rho} \]  
(22)
where
\[ \alpha = \sqrt{-\frac{p}{2} + \sqrt{\frac{p^2}{4} - q}} \quad \text{and} \quad \beta = \sqrt{-\frac{p}{2} - \sqrt{\frac{p^2}{4} - q}} \]  

(23)

In the variational mechanics analysis of \([90_n/(S)]_n\) laminates [17] we define some new constants:

\[
C_{2a} = -\frac{\nu^{(1)}_{zz}}{3E^{(1)}_z} + \frac{\nu^{(2)}_{zz}}{E^{(2)}_z} \left( 1 + \frac{2\lambda}{3} \right) 
\]  

(24)

\[
C_{3a} = \frac{1}{20E^{(1)}_z} + \frac{\lambda}{60E^{(2)}_z} \left( 8\lambda^2 + 20\lambda + 15 \right) 
\]  

(25)

\[
C_1^* = \frac{1}{E^{(1)}_z} + \frac{(1 + 2\lambda)^2}{\lambda^3E^{(2)}_z} 
\]  

(26)

\[
C_2^* = -\frac{\nu^{(1)}_{zz}}{3E^{(1)}_z} + \frac{\nu^{(2)}_{zz}}{E^{(2)}_z} \left[ \frac{(1 + 2\lambda)(2 + \lambda)}{3\lambda} \right] 
\]  

(27)

\[
C_3^* = \frac{1}{20E^{(1)}_z} + \frac{\lambda}{60E^{(2)}_z} \left( 2\lambda^2 + 7\lambda + 8 \right) 
\]  

(28)

\[
C_4^* = \frac{1}{3G^{(1)}_{zz}} + \frac{1 + \lambda + \lambda^2}{3\lambda G^{(2)}_{zz}} 
\]  

(29)

The function \(\chi_a(p)\) is expressed in terms of \(\chi(p)\) and \(\chi^*(p)\) as

\[ \chi_a(p) = \frac{2\chi\left(\frac{p}{\alpha}\right)}{1 + \frac{C_{3a}\chi\left(\frac{p}{\alpha}\right)}{C_{3a}}} \]  

(30)

where \(\chi(p)\) is defined above except that we must redefine \(p = \frac{C_{2a} - C_{3a}}{C_{3a}}\) and \(q = \frac{C_1}{C_{3a}}\). Defining \(p^* = \frac{C_{2a} - C_{3a}}{C_{3a}}\) and \(q^* = \frac{C_{2a} - C_{3a}}{C_{3a}}\), the new function \(\chi^*(p)\) has two forms. When \(4q^*/p^* > 1\)

\[ \chi^*(p) = 2\alpha^* \beta^* \left( \alpha^* + \beta^* \right) \frac{\cosh 2\alpha^* p + \cos 2\beta^* p}{\beta^* \sinh 2\alpha^* p - \alpha^* \sin 2\beta^* p} \]  

(31)

When \(4q^*/p^* < 1\)

\[ \chi^*(p) = \alpha^* \beta^* \left( \beta^* - \alpha^* \right) \frac{1}{\beta^* \tanh \alpha^* p - \alpha^* \tanh \beta^* p} \]  

(32)

In the previous four equations, \(\alpha^*\) and \(\beta^*\) are given by Eq. (21) and (23) with \(p\) and \(q\) replaced by \(p^*\) and \(q^*\).